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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report is written for the Matisse Foundation, a primary funder of Summer Bridge Arts
Institute (SBAI) at the Laboratory School of Finance and Technology (M.S./H.S. 223), as part of
a 5-year evaluation effort.
What is Summer Bridge Arts Institute? Serving approximately 300 middle and high school
students at Finance and Technology (M.S./H.S. 223) each summer, Summer Bridge Arts
Institute is an artistic, academic, social, and physically active four-week program that exposes
students to opportunities they would not otherwise experience during the summer months.
This summer, an additional fifth week of programming was extended to 60 students through
SummerQuest funding. Students in grades 6, 7, and 8 participate in a full-day program with
four hours of daily arts coursework taught by professional artists, and four hours daily of
project-based instruction in reading, writing, STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics), physical education, and team building. Led by Areté Education, Inc., in
collaboration with the Matisse Foundation, other foundations, professional artists, local
community organizations, Finance and Technology school staff, SBAI aims to provide a model
for all students in the city with opportunities to experience high quality arts and academic
programming to positively impact the artistic, academic, and psychological well-being of
children.

Evaluation
During the fifth year, Summer Bridge Arts Institute met its program goals related to participation,

art experiences, student attitudes, and school reform. SBAI provided the Finance and Technology
school community with a high quality combined academic and arts program during the
2015 summer months.
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PROCESS GOALS
1. Participation
The program met its goal to serve a minimum of 300 students, serving 305 students in
grades 6-11 for at least one day of program. A total of 255 students attended at least 8
days of program. During the 2015 program, 79 students had perfect attendance. Summer
Bridge Arts Institute also met its goal of providing opportunities for family participation in
academics and the arts by engaging family members in SBAI an orientation session, final
student showcase of work, biweekly knitting and crocheting classes, and multiple
workshops (technology, special education, nutrition).

2. Art Experiences
SBAI met its goals of ensuring that participating students (1) create a least two visual pieces
of art patterned after styles of notable artists but through the lens of their own experiences
and (2) learn to become both creators and consumers of the arts.
Students participated in 16 hours of arts course work per week over four weeks of
program. Sixth grade students created at least three original pieces of art patterned after
styles of notable artists through the lens of their experiences.
All students had the opportunity to visit Broadway shows and other cultural institutions
weekly over four weeks of programming.

3. Student Attitudes
Student attitudinal data suggest that SBAI is met its goals relating to student attitudes
towards the arts in terms of its goal for students to learn to become both creators and
consumers of the arts.
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OUTCOME GOALS
4. School Reform — Student Achievement
The data show that this is a clear relationship between arts programming and student
achievement in terms of a transfer of summer learning to the academic year and gains in
independent reading levels, which measure comprehension and fluency.
Qualitative data from student surveys and interviews describe a positive relationship
between SBAI arts programming and student achievement. Most notably, student
responses indicated a positive transfer of experiences in SBAI to the academic year in the
areas of: 1) presentation skills, 2) writing skills, 3) reading skills, 4) STEM knowledge & skills,
5) readiness for the school year, and 6) future orientation to academics.
Student survey data also supported the trends seen in qualitative data in terms of students
reporting a positive transfer of experiences in SBAI to the academic year in the area of
reading, specifically improved reading level and improved motivation to read.
SBAI alumni have also made quantifiable gains in their independent reading levels with well
over the majority of SBAI alumni gained at least two independent reading levels per year or
attained reading proficiency (77% of 7th graders and 60% of 8th graders).

5. School Reform — SBAI Replication
The program met its goal to invite principals from high-poverty schools to the Summer
Bridge Arts Institute laboratory site for leadership development focused on closing the
reading achievement gap through the arts. Principals from high-poverty schools were invited
for leadership development from across the city. Several principal interns were onsite during
the program. A formal meeting of school and district leaders was held, and several site visits
were conducted with other leaders in the city.
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INTRODUCTION
This report presents preliminary findings to the Matisse Foundation and contributes to the fiveyear evaluation of the Summer Bridge Arts Institute, student achievement, and student
attitudes regarding academics and the arts.
M.S./H.S. 223 is a public district middle and high school in the New York City Department of
Education. The school serves over 600 students in grades 6-11. M.S./H.S. 223 opened in
2003 as a replacement for a persistently dangerous and underperforming junior high school in
the Mott Haven neighborhood of the South Bronx. Since then, the school has grown in size
and popularity for innovative programming, a safe learning environment, recently expanding into
high school grades. The principal of M.S./H.S. 223, Dr. Ramon Gonzalez, serves as the
organizational head of SBAI and has been recognized for his educational leadership and as a
visionary leader by such diverse organizations and publications as Smithsonian Magazine, The
Wall Street Journal, and The New York Times Magazine.
The Laboratory School of Finance and Technology student population includes 21% Black,
77% Latino/a, 1% White, and 1% Asian students. The student body includes 10% English
language learners and 23% special education students. Boys account for 50% of the students
enrolled and girls account for 50%. The average attendance rate for the school year 2014-2015
was 95%. Free and reduced lunch rate was 94% for the 2014-2015 school year.
The Summer Bridge Program at M.S./H.S. 223 launched in 2011 as an intensive, three-week
integrated arts program for incoming 6th grade students. In 2012, the program expanded to a
four-week arts institute serving both 6th and 7th grade students from M.S./H.S. 223; in 2013,
SBAI again expanded to include grades 6-8. The program is now run by Areté Education, Inc.
in collaboration with M.S./H.S. 223, Multicultural Music Group, Inc., and Yale Alumni
Association and was funded by Matisse Foundation. The program is founded on the belief that
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students need not just remediation but deep rich academic, artistic, and cultural experiences to
help them grow intellectually and socially.
The purpose of the Summer Bridge Arts Institute is to close the achievement gap for students
by preventing and reversing summer learning loss through a program of intensive learning in
and through the arts. The program goals include:

PROCESS GOALS
1. Participation
(a) To serve a minimum of 300 students during the four-week program;
(b) To provide at least two opportunities for parent engagement in SBAI.
2. Art Experiences
To ensure that all participating students:
(a) Create at least two visual pieces of patterned after styles of notable artists through the lens
of their own experiences, and
(b) Learn to become both creators and consumers of the arts.
3. Student Attitudes
To measure and positively impact student attitudes regarding their ability to both create and
consume the arts.
OUTCOME GOALS
4. School Reform — Student Achievement
To document through surveys, interviews, and test scores the effects of art programming on
student achievement.
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5. School Reform — SBAI Replication
To serve as a laboratory site for principals from high-poverty schools where they will observe
programming and learn about creating, developing, and implementing a summer program
designed to improve academic achievement through the arts.

This report will answer the following research questions:
1. Did SBAI succeed in serving 300 students over four weeks of programming?
2. Did SBAI succeed in offering at least two opportunities for parent engagement in the
arts?
3. Did SBAI succeed in ensuring students created at least two pieces of visual art
patterned after styles of notable artists through the lens of their own experiences?
4. What impact has SBAI had on students learning to be consumers of and creators of
the arts?
5. What effects, if any, did arts programming having on student achievement?
6. In what ways did other principals from high-poverty schools visit to learn about
summer integrated academic and arts programming?
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
SBAI is an innovative summer program for middle school and high school students with a dual
focus on academics and the arts. Faculty-design coursework supports the prevention of
summer learning loss by sustaining reading gains made during the academic year while
fostering academic growth in and through the arts. SBAI offers an artistic, academic, social,
and physically active program that exposes students to opportunities they would not otherwise
experience during the summer months. The program’s stated goal is to provide a
comprehensive program that will meet intellectual, emotional, and creative needs of M.S./H.S.
223 students, enabling students to achieve on the level of their more advantaged peers.
SBAI asserts that if students experience high-quality art instruction, their attendance and
academics will synergistically improve. When arts instruction is woven into the academic
curriculum, it has been shown to close gaps in student reading scores by nearly 15 points over
a three-year period.1 However, arts funding for public schools has been repeatedly cut; SBAI
was designed to remedy such cuts based on the school’s commitment to emphasizing the arts
as a direct pathway to student achievement. SBAI aims to use the arts to improve students’
engagement in their academic subjects, attendance, and overall feelings about school.
Because the majority of principals in the Bronx lack the experience and/or support to design
and run nontraditional summer programs,2 SBAI also endeavors to support a reform agenda
across the Bronx by serving as a lab site for principals from neighboring high-poverty schools.
Incoming 6th grade students and returning 7th, 8th, and 9th grade students at M.S./H.S. 223
participated in a range of activities across many subjects. In the morning, students primarily
focused on academic subjects. M.S./H.S. 223 teachers from the academic year also work in
1

Research findings from Montgomery County, Maryland as presented in Real Visions. (2007). Montgomery County Public Schools Arts
Integration Model Schools Program, 2004-2007: Final evaluation report. Berkeley Springs, WV: Real Visions.
Gonzalez, R. M. (2013). Closing the achievement gap: A summer school program to accelerate the academic performance of economically
disadvantaged students. (Order No. 3587098, Teachers College, Columbia University). ProQuest Dissertations and Theses, 197. Retrieved
from http://tc.summon.serialssolutions.com.eduproxy.tc-library.org:8080/#!/search?
2
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SBAI, providing an opportunity for teachers and students to deepen their relationships over the
summer months while extending academic year learning beyond the traditional school year.
Teachers work to integrate technology and the arts into the morning academic sessions to
strengthen academic instruction in mathematics and ELA. For example, on summer
mathematics teachers introduced Time to Know to reinforce the skills necessary for starting
middle school in 6th grade through computer-based lessons. In 2013 students began creating
PSAs in their ELA classes for a fictional World War Z Zombie Apocalypse that allowed them to
create a textual, audio, or video argument of how New York City could better prepare for the
Zombie Apocalypse. Beginning in 2014, students designed amusement parks, arcade games,
and roller coasters in 7th grade Mathematics. In 2015, students were exposed to hands on
STEM classes, engaging in weekly team design projects. High school students have the
opportunity to earn high school credits in computer science, ELA, mathematics, and health.
Students also participated in an athletic program involving intramural sports and team building.
In the afternoon, students studied music, visual arts, and performing arts. Sixth graders
participated daily in visual arts (Visual Art; Recycled Art; and Music, Art & Society ) and
instrumental music instruction, while 7th and 8th graders chose from numerous course offerings
in the performing and visual arts: Steel Pan Drumming, Urban Dance, African Dance, African
Drumming, Art & Technology, Latin Dance, Sketching & Digital Animation, Photography, Yoga,
Documentary Filmmaking, and Band Seed. Students learned under the guidance of
professional arts teachers as well as professional artists. All instructors share professional
background as artists. Instructors served as mentors to help students learn to work with new
methods and materials and find connections to students’ personal environments and life
experiences. Students created original art using a range of techniques and media.
The musical component allowed incoming 6th grade students to learn basic music theory, sightread, and learn in small instrumental sections based on their choice of percussion, strings,
woodwinds, or brass instruments. Those who preferred to concentrate on vocal studies
worked with a choral instructor.
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As referenced above, SBAI students also had the opportunity to take multiple music classes in
the performing arts. All students rehearsed with a professional in their areas and performed as
a complete ensemble for families and peers at the end of the program. SBAI also provided
multiple opportunities for students to participate in cultural arts events such as the Broadway
shows: Matilda, and Wicked, Something Rotten; museum visits to the Museum of Modern Art,
Metropolitan Museum of Art, National Jazz Museum in Harlem, Museum of Natural History,
Moving Images Museum, Stevens Institute, Barnes & Noble Bookstore, and Bronx Zoo.
In past years, M.S./H.S. 223 participated in the School Arts Support Initiative (SASI), which
supported developing school principals in their efforts to transform their arts poor schools into
arts rich schools. SASI gave these principals an opportunity to support each other with
observations and strategies to ensure that arts programming remained vibrant in their schools.
M.S./H.S. 223 used this experience with SASI to add a lab site for principals seeking to create
art rich schools. The Summer Bridge Arts Institute thus included essential opportunities to
share insights gained from this innovative program with principals from other high-poverty
schools within a high-needs district of New York City. As a laboratory site for the city, M.S./H.S.
223 often hosts school leadership events for the district and the city during both the summer
and the school year.
SBAI has also served in a critical leveraging role to extend academic and arts learning
throughout the entire year. While expanding and developing SBAI as a summer program, M.S./
H.S. 223 has also sought out opportunities to extend academic and arts learning into the
school day and afterschool. M.S./H.S. 223 was selected to receive a $137,000 grant to
replicate SBAI’s work during the afterschool hours for all M.S./H.S. 223 6th graders during the
2013-2014 school year, thus extending academic and arts learning into a full year model for
students. Areté Education, Inc. now leads these efforts to bridge the experience gap for
children in the South Bronx through meaningful academic, cultural, and arts programming yearround.
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EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
Data collection for a full five-year program evaluation have been ongoing, and findings will be
published in 5-year report in March 2016. Data sources for this evaluation of the 2015 Summer
Bridge Arts Institute include achievement data (e.g., teacher-administered reading level
assessments); program documents (attendance records, grant proposals, curriculum maps,
program schedules, etc.); student and staff surveys; program observations, and interviews of
students, staff, and parents. Attendance lists from the 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, and 2015 SBAI
programs were also reviewed to provide longitudinal data about SBAI attendance and
achievement levels.
Four surveys were developed for this evaluation: two for students, one for staff, and one for
SBAI leaders. Surveys focused on student and family attitudes and experiences with the arts
and reading. Of the 305 students who attended at least one day of program in 2015, 192
students completed a survey during the first week of program, and 200 students completed
the post-program survey after program concluded. Twenty-two staff members participated in
the staff survey during the last week of program, and one SBAI leader participated in the survey
during the last week of program.
Nine students, two staff members, two parents, two school leaders, and the Arete director
were interviewed. All interviews were set up and coordinated by Arete staff.
Observations, interviews, surveys, analysis of achievement data, and program documents were
used to generate the results, discussion, and recommendations in this program evaluation.
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RESULTS — PROCESS GOALS
SBAI was able to achieve its key process goals for students and families, and in the area of
participation, SBAI met its process goals.

Participation
(a) To serve a minimum of 300 students during the four-week program.
• This year SBAI met its program goal to serve a minimum of 300 students by serving 305
students in grades 6-11 for at least one day of program.
• A total of 255 students attended at least 8 days of program. The enrollment threshold is
attending 8 or more days of program (at least 40% of program days offered). This enrollment
number has increased over the last five years of SBAI programming.
• Of the 605 students in grade 6-11 attending M.S./H.S. 223 in the fall of 2015, 394 were
enrolled in SBAI, having attending 8 or more days of SBAI during at least one summer; thus,
65% of students currently attending M.S./H.S. 223 have also completed at least one
summer of SBAI programming.
• Rates of attendance for students enrolled in SBAI 2015 were high with nearly onethird of all students attaining perfect attendance and tho-thirds of all students attaining
85% or better attendance. Less than 20% of all enrolled students had attendance rates
under 75%.
• Fifty-nine students with perfect attendance participated in a fifth week of Summer
Quest enrichment programming.

SBAI met its student participation goal.
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Participation
(b) To provide at least two opportunities for parent engagement in SBAI.
• Over 200 parents participated in a Summer Bridge Arts Institute event prior to the

start of the program on June 20, 2016. Parents attended several open house events prior
to SBAI launching in June.
• Parents participated in biweekly crochet and knitting classes that were held during
the four weeks of SBAI programming.
• Multiple workshops were held for parents over the summer, relating to technology,
special education, nutrition, and other topics.
• Approximately 180 family members attended the final showcase event at the end
of the 2015 SBAI program.
• Of the SBAI teachers who responded to the survey question: I feel that we were adequately
able to involve families in the Summer Bridge Arts Institute, 45% (5/11) agreed.
• In survey and interview data, teachers and parents described positive and proactive efforts
made by teachers to contact families regarding students’ academic progress or behavioral
conduct at SBAI. Interview data also indicate that parents felt energized after the student
showcase of work at the end of the SBAI program and through participation in the planned
events for families during the SBAI program.

SBAI met its family participation goal.
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Additional Data Relating to Participation Goals

STUDENT ENROLLMENT OVER TIME
Enrollment is defined as attending at least 40% of the summer program. For 2012-2015,
program was four weeks and the 40% threshold was met when students attended 8 or more
days of program. in 2011, program was three weeks, so the 40% threshold was met when
students attended 6 or more days of program. All data in this report pertain to students who
met this 40% enrollment threshold, which is used to determine that students are exposed to a
sufficient amount of the SBAI program measure the possible impacts of the program on
student attitudes and achievement.
The table and graph below depict the positive trends in student enrollment over the last five
years of SBAI programming. Student enrollment has increased every summer over the
last five years with an increase of 35% from 2014 to 2015 (up from 189 in 2014 to 255
in 2015).
Table 1: SBAI Student Enrollment 2011-2015 (40% Threshold)

Grades

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

6th Grade

92

71

70

78

71

7th Grade

0

76

54

68

59

8th Grade

0

0

61

43

57

9th Grade

0

0

0

0

68

Total

92

147

185

189

255
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Figure 1: Number of Students Enrolled in SBAI 2011-2015 (40% Threshold)

6th Grade Students
8th Grade Students

7th Grade Students
9th Grade Students
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SBAI ALUMNI
The majority of students (65%) attending M.S./H.S. 223 during the 2015-2016 school
year are SBAI alumni. Over the last 5 years, 494 enrolled SBAI students have completed one
or more summers of program.
Of the total 494 SBAI alumni, 394 are currently students at M.S./H.S. 223. The tables and
graph below depict the number of SBAI alumni at M.S./H.S. 223 during the 2015-2016 school
year. More specifically in Table 3, data indicate that 38% of current M.S./H.S. 223 students (AY
2015-2016) have completed two or more years of programming. Recent research done by the
Wallace Foundation (2011) posits that summer programming is most effective when students
participate for at least two summers and attend 39% or more of the program days offered.
Data in Table 3 show that over one-third of current M.S./H.S. 223 students have had
this opportunity counter summer learning loss due to their participation in SBAI.
Table 2: SBAI Alumni Currently Attending M.S./H.S. 223 (AY 2015-2016)

SBAI Alumni Status

# of Students

% of Students

SBAI ALUMNI

394

65

Non-SBAI

211

35

Total M.S./H.S. 223
Students

605

100
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Table 3: SBAI Alumni Currently Attending M.S./H.S. 223 (AY 2015-2016) by # of
Completed SBAI Program Years

SBAI Alumni Status

# of Students

% of All Current M.S./
H.S. 223 Students

SBAI - 4 Years

16

3

SBAI - 3+ Years

98

16

SBAI - 2+ Years

230

38

SBAI - 1+ Years

394

65

Figure 2: SBAI Alumni Currently Attending M.S./H.S. 223 (AY 2015-2016) by # of
Completed SBAI Program Years
4 Years SBAI

3 Years SBAI

2 Years SBAI
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1 Year SBAI

ATTENDANCE RATES
Attendance rates for enrolled SBAI students are high for New York City Department of
Education Standards—as compared to the average city attendance rates, as evidenced by
local media applauding when 75% of students signed up for summer program attend the first
week of program (Cromidas, 2012). In 2015, 31% of enrolled SBAI students had perfect
attendance for four weeks of summer program. Two-thirds of enrolled SBAI students
attended 85% or more of all summer program days, and under 20% of enrolled SBAI students
had attendance rates under 75% in 2015.
The table and graph below show the attendance data for students enrolled in SBAI in 2015.
Table 4 data indicate that 6th graders and 9th graders have the highest attendance
rates.
Table 4: Attendance Rates for Enrolled SBAI Students (2015) by Grade

100%
Attendance

85%+
Attendance

Under 75%
Attendance

6th Grade
SBAI Students

38

70

21

7th Grade
SBAI Students

27

56

20

8th Grade
SBAI Students

25

53

30

9th Grade
SBAI Students

32

85

3

All SBAI
Students

31

67

18
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Figure 3: Attendance Rates for Enrolled SBAI Students (2015) by Grade

6th Grade Students
8th Grade Students

7th Grade Students
9th Grade Students
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RESULTS — PROCESS GOALS (CONTINUED)
SBAI was able to achieve its key process goals for students, and in the area of art
experiences, SBAI met its process goals.

Art Experiences
(a) Participating students create at least two visual pieces of patterned after styles of notable
artists through the lens of their own experiences.
• Students participated in 16 hours of arts course work per week over four weeks of
program where they were exposed to a variety of artistic styles of notable artists. Across 20
distinct arts courses offered, students were asked to create artistic responses based on their
own experiences. Most notably, analysis of the student survey and interview data highlighted
that in terms of the visual and digital arts, students valued their experiences in filmmaking,
photography, recycled arts, and sketching & digital animation courses.
• Sixth grade students created at least three original pieces of art patterned after styles
of notable artists through the lens of their experiences.
• Of the SBAI teachers who responded to the survey question: I feel that the Summer Bridge
Arts Institute exposed students to the styles of notable artists…, 82% (9/11) agreed.
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Art Experiences
(b) Participating students learn to become both creators and consumers of the arts.
• In addition to the arts coursework where all students created original works of art showcased
in the final week of program, all students also had the opportunity to consume the arts
on weekly field trips to see Broadway shows and visit other cultural institutions.
• An additional 59 students had the opportunity to do advanced programming in the
arts through an extended 5th week of Summer Quest programming.
• Of the SBAI teachers who responded to the survey question: I feel that the Summer Bridge
Arts Institute …encouraged them [students] to use the lens of their own experiences to
create original works of art, 82% (9/11) agreed.

SBAI met its student arts experiences goals.
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Additional Data Relating to Arts Experience Goals

ARTS COURSES OFFERED
Twenty distinct arts courses were oﬀered to SBAI students during the 2015 program.
In Table 5 all arts courses available during the SBAI 2015 program are listed. Visual and digital
arts were offered to all middle school students.
Table 5: Arts Courses Oﬀered during 2015 SBAI Program

Visual & Digital Arts

Performing Arts

Grade Level

Visual Art
Recycled Art
Music, Art & Society

Brass
Woodwinds
Strings
Rhythm
Percussion
Vocals

6th Grade

Art & Technology

Steel Pan

7th Grade

Sketching & Digital
Animation
100 Photos
Documentary Filmmaking

Yoga: Asana & Relaxation
Urban Dance
African Dance
African Drumming
Latin Dance

7th/8th
Grade

Band Seed

9th Grade

Sixth grade students were required to take on visual arts course and one performing arts
course where they learned an instrument or vocals. Seventh and eighth grade students were
given a choice of arts classes across visual, digital, and performing arts. Depending on student
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interest and availability of space, seventh and eighth grade students were placed in two arts
classes.
M.S./H.S. high school students who served as paid interns in SBAI also participated in arts
classes offered to students in grades 6-8, serving in a mentor or teacher’s aid capacity. Seed
Band was also offered as a course to 9th grade students. Those students were also alumni of
SBAI, having participated when they attended middle school at M.S./H.S. 223.
An analysis of student data relating to visual and digital arts classes offered during SBAI 2015,
showed that students spoke most favorably and most often about their learning
experiences creating art in documentary 1) filmmaking, 2) sketching & digital
animation, 3) photography, and 4) recycled arts.
In terms of data collected in relationship to SBAI administration and teachers’ impressions of
students’ experiences creating visual pieces of art, there was one data source that illuminated
SBAI progress in this process goal. In staff survey data, the overwhelming majority of those
who who responded to the survey question: I feel that the Summer Bridge Arts Institute
exposed students to the styles of notable artists and encouraged students to use the lens of
their own experiences to create original works of art, agreed with the statement (82% or 9/11).
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VISITS TO CULTURAL INSTITUTIONS
In 2014, all students had the opportunity to visit Broadway shows and other cultural institutions
weekly over four weeks of programming. Broadway shows included: Matilda, Cinderella, Rocky,
Motown, Illuminate, and Pippin. Cultural institutions included: Bronx Museum of Arts, African
Burial Grounds Museum, and in-house African dancing and drumming ensemble. In 2015,
visits to cultural institutions were organized by teachers of the arts and by Arete program staff.
An analysis of 2015 student, staff, administration, and parent survey and interview data showed
that members of each group valued the trips to cultural institutions. Several excerpts are
included below in support of this data analysis.
Further, an analysis of interview data revealed that staff and students alike saw an important
connection between arts programming and related visits to cultural institutions. Excerpts from
these interviews highlight these connections.
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Parent

“My son likes to attend summer classes because apart from the fact that they
offer class, they also take them to different places for field trips. They take them
to museums, they take them to universities or schools.”

Students “I liked going to the museums and experiencing new places.”
“My favorite experience was going on all the fun trips and getting to meet other
6th graders before actual school started.“
“The highlight was the trips. The Phantom of the Opera… because I was young
any trip was cool.“
“The Sneaker Museum, that was really fun. And the Broadway shows. It was
interesting. [My favorite one was] “On Your Feet!” I love that one. I really want to
go back. That’s how great it was.“
“Yoga was a great experience. I’ve never done yoga ever in my life, and now I
could do a handstand... And at the end of the couple of weeks, the teacher
took us on a trip to Central Park, and… we did yoga in the park. It was a
beautiful day. A nice, beautiful day. Right after that we went to … a yogurt shop,
but it was just great. It was fun. It was like a little twist at the end. So it was like
we did all the hard work and then she was just thanking us by rewarding us
with yogurt. It was a great time.”

SBAI
Admin

“One of the things that we did differently this year is I forced the teaching artists
to identify field trips that correlated with what was going on in their classrooms,
which is wonderful because it wasn’t random, cool trips that they were taking. It
was a continuation of learning.
Conversations and feedback held in the classrooms with their teachers after the
field trips [students blossom as both consumers and creators of art]. Each
enrichment teacher was required to plan a field trip which reinforced the
classroom experience.”
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“We’ve taken them to Broadway shows, the Brooklyn Museum... a lot of these
SBAI
Teacher kids have never been to Brooklyn before, and I know growing up in Brooklyn,

I’d never come to the Bronx until I was 19-20. But this city is so incredible, and
it’s got so much to offer educationally, artistically. We’ve taken them to the
Metropolitan Museum, Museum of Modern Art. I’m taking them up to the Hunts
Point Produce Terminal, right up here on the 6 line next Tuesday. We’re going to
interview a lot of the staff workers in the warehouse as part of our documentary
that we’re doing about the food in inner city schools, because that’s something
they’re very, very passionate about.
We took them to Stevens Institute of Technology earlier this summer. That was
awesome because they really got to see that science and engineering can be
cool. It’s not boring and nerdy, as they may think. They were in this submarine
tunnel where they test torpedoes in the water. It’s this long tunnel and they were
shooting torpedoes. It was really cool. So I think the more we can continue to
do that, we’re going to see that [positive] culture.”
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RESULTS — PROCESS GOALS (CONTINUED)
SBAI was able to achieve its key process goals for students, and in the area of student
attitudes, SBAI met its process goals.

Student Attitudes
To measure and positively impact student attitudes regarding their ability to both create and
consume the arts.
• Qualitative data collected from student and teacher surveys and interviews depicted positive
student attitudes toward the arts generally and relation to the stated SBAI program goal of
students becoming both creators and consumer of the arts.
• Quantitative student survey data is included on five additional indicators related to the arts.
This data shows trends over the last five years of programming.

SBAI met its student attitudes goal.
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LEARNING THROUGH THE ARTS
Qualitative Measures
Students and teachers in SBAI 2015 shared many positive experiences learning through the
arts as both creators and consumers. Excerpts from student and teacher interviews and
surveys support this analysis.

“Every art form is an exploration of the self and fosters concentration skills and
SBAI
Teachers the Summer Bridge motivated the students to go out of their comfort zone,
learn something new and to be successful with something they have fun.”

“In my particular class, the students left the program with a photo album full of
their own original photographs.”
“I feel the artists who taught SBAI exposed students to their style of arts and
encouraged students to create their own art.”
“Although I felt my students gained skills and knowledge, I feel I was cut short
seeing the students be truly inspired.”
“I have my students making professional documentaries, narrative short films....
right now my 6th grade class is working on an apocalyptic type, zombie-type
film, and they’re just doing an amazing job. But what I love about filmmaking...
It teaches these kids so much more than just filmmaking. It’s storytelling,
writing, history, sociology, and they have a lot to say, and it’s just a wonderful
way of expressing everything really, you know.”

Students “I loved the photography club. It really liked it because he taught us how to
have professional pictures too.“

“My greatest accomplished this summer was creating a collage in visual arts
with everything that I like and that describes me in it.”
“I made a short film and I was a cameraman.”
“I learned about digital animation and how to make cool animation clips.“
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Students “In Summer Bridge I learned how to play violin. I learned it by practicing every
day when I go to my class.“

“I enjoyed learning how to play an interesting, difficult, and unique instrument
such as the cello.”
“My greatest accomplish was learning how to play a different instrument
(trumpet). I'm really proud of myself for learning to play it in 4 weeks. “
“We were in orchestra and I had the opportunity to learn many different things
about singing… I learned how to breath properly, how to sing louder and have
better diction.”
“My favorite learning experiences this summer was in Summer Bridge were we
learned how to play instruments, and the instrument I learned how to play was
the saxophone. I really enjoyed this, considering I always knew what the
instrument was I just never got a chance to learn how to play it, but attending
Summer Bridge helped change that.”
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Quantitative Measures
Student survey data was collected in the fall of 2015, after the 2015 SBAI program. Two
hundred students who attended SBAI completed the survey (n=200). In the table and graph
below, this data alongside student survey data from the end of program in 2014 (n=161), 2013
(n=124), 2012 (n=114), 2011 (n=83) is shown.
In all quantitative measures, the percentage of SBAI students surveyed who agree with these
statements has gone down, most dramatically in relationship to the statement relating to
student’s perceptions of their artistic skills (70% in 2011 and 37% in 2015). Looking closely at
the indicator of student perception that the arts can be used to change society for the better, it
has remained a relatively stable % of students, between 53% and 61% across five years of
data collection. It is also worth noting that on two of the five indicators, over half of those
students surveyed agreed with positive additional statements about the arts, including I like or
love the arts and The arts can be used to change society for the better.
Table 6: Quantitative Measures of SBAI Student Attitudes Toward the Arts (2011-2015)
Student Attitudes

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

I am a good or excellent
artist.

70%

66%

44%

56%

37%

I like or love the arts.

92%

93%

73%

80%

68%

I think art helps me do better
in my classes.

55%

72%

-

44%

27%

Arts play important role in my
life.

59%

-

46%

46%

30%

I think art can be used to
change society for the better.

61%

-

60%

61%

53%

*2015 n=200; 2014 n=161; 2013 n=124; 2012 n=114; 2011 n=83
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Figure 4: Quantitative Measures of SBAI Student Attitudes Toward the Arts in Program
Years 2011-2015 (% of Students Agreeing with 5 Attitudinal Statements)

Good or Excellent Artist
Arts Are Important in My Life

Like or Love the Arts
Art Changes Society
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Art Helps in Other Classes

RESULTS — OUTCOME GOALS
SBAI was able to achieve its key outcome goal for school reform, and in the area of student
achievement, SBAI met its outcome goal.

Student Achievement
(a) To document through surveys, interviews, and test scores the effects of art programming
on student achievement.
• The data show that this is a clear relationship between arts programming and student
achievement in terms of a transfer of summer learning to the academic year and gains in
independent reading levels, which measure comprehension and fluency.
• Qualitative data from student surveys and interviews describe a positive relationship between
SBAI arts programming and student achievement. Most notably, student responses
indicated a positive transfer of experiences in SBAI to the academic year in the areas of: 1)
presentation skills, 2) writing skills, 3) reading skills, 4) STEM knowledge & skills, 5) readiness
for the school year, and 6) future orientation to academics.
• Student survey data also supported the trends seen in qualitative data in terms of students
reporting a positive transfer of experiences in SBAI to the academic year in the area of
reading, specifically improved reading level and improved motivation to read.
• SBAI alumni have also made quantifiable gains in their independent reading levels with well
over the majority of SBAI alumni gained at least two independent reading levels per year or
attained reading proficiency (77% of 7th graders and 60% of 8th graders).

SBAI met its student achievement goal.
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TRANSFER OF SUMMER LEARNING TO THE ACADEMIC YEAR
A review of the qualitative data in student surveys and interviews revealed trends relating to
positive relationships between learning in SBAI and student achievement. Highlighted data
below represent student responses that indicated positive transfer of experiences in SBAI to
the academic year in the areas of: 1) presentation skills, 2) writing skills, 3) reading skills, 4)
STEM knowledge & skills, 5) readiness for the school year, and 6) future orientation to
academics.
Student Responses
Presentation Skills
I learned how to be show ready and confident on stage and how to remember dance
moves. That helps me remember new information and be confident showing my work in
front of other people.
This summer I learned to how to talk in front of people more. I learned this by participating
in the summer bridge classes and standing up in front of the class/public.
Writing Skills
My greatest accomplishment was writing a long persuasive essay.
I got to know how to write a story with great evidence and get people entertain to continue
reading it and realize what happens and what people have been doing in life.
I wrote an essay for writing seminar which helped me prepare for writing during the year.
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Reading Skills
I think that one of my greatest accomplishments in summer is reading a lot of books. I think
this was my greatest accomplishment because I usually don't like reading in the summer.
I read to over the summer so my reading level went up.
My favorite experiences this summer was reading. The things I learned was how to pick a
perfect book and how to find context clues. I learned it by also doing it and learning how to
do it.
My greatest accomplishment was maintaining my reading level. It didn’t lower.
When I was reading this summer it helped me when I started the school year.
STEM Knowledge & Skills
I really like STEM class. I like this class because we got to work as a team to create really
cool projects. We were able to learn about what’s happening to our environment.
My favorite learning experience this summer was building robots and timing ourselves on
how fast we can build some parts or it. I learned about coding in computer language.
Another one of my favorite learning experiences this summer was trying to make a robot
with Mr. S.K. I enjoyed learning how to put the parts together. I think it will help me in
another class such as science because it helped me with trying to find any mistakes and it
can help me with the procedure if we doing any labs.
Learning about STEM and also having an opportunity to work my brain over the summer so
I can remember what I learned.
Readiness for the School Year
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My greatest accomplishment was learning new things and seeing that it can help later in
other classes to improve my skills
Most of the things we did this summer helped me better prepare myself for the school year.
It all helped me figure out what to expect when we are in the real school year
Future Orientation to Academics

I got to learn new things and increase the amount of interest that I have so I can think about
what I want to do in the future.
Something that learned in this summer is that education is the key to moving on in life.
I learned many writing and reading skills that I could use when I entered school in
September. I also learned teamwork skills that can help me with work in the future.

Student survey data also supported the trends seen in qualitative data in terms of students
reporting a positive transfer of experiences in SBAI to the academic year in the area of reading,
specifically improved reading level and improved motivation to read. Table 7 and Figure 5
display data over the last five years, collected in student surveys at the end of SBAI
programming. From 2011-2012, the overwhelming majority of students reported that SBAI
improved their motivation to read and reading level. While that dropped in 2013-2014, well over
half of the students reported improved motivation to read and improved reading level after
SBAI. While 2015 student attitudinal data relating to improved reading is lower than in past
years, this data still suggests a positive relationship between student attitudes relating to
reading and their attendance at SBAI.
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Table 7: Quantitative Measures of SBAI Student Attitudes Toward the Reading
(2011-2015)
Student Attitudes

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Improved motivation to read
after SBAI program.

78%

63%

56%

60%

43%

Improved reading level after
SBAI Program.

90%

95%

65%

53%

40%

*2015 n=206; 2014 n=161; 2013 n=124; 2012 n=114; 2011 n=83

Figure 5: Quantitative Measures of SBAI Student Attitudes Toward the Reading in
Program Years 2011-2015 (% of Students Agreeing with 2 Attitudinal Statements)

Improved Motivation to Read
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Improved Reading Level

GAINS IN INDEPENDENT READING LEVELS
In addition to attitudinal data indicating students’ reported literacy benefits from SBAI
programming, SBAI sought to demonstrate a quantifiable increase in reading fluency and
comprehension of students of one independent reading level or greater. Independent reading
level gains for current 7th and 8th grade alumni of SBAI were calculated. The availability of
baseline independent level scores limited the population to only 7th and 8th graders, as rising
6th graders did not have independent reading level scores before summer program began in
2015. Table 8 depicts the characteristics of the population of students whose independent
reading level scores in terms of SBAI alumni status.

Table 8: M.S./H.S. Students with Independent Reading Level Data Available by Grade
and SBAI Alumni status
Students

ALL

Non SBAI

SBAI 1+
Years

SBAI 2+
Years

SBAI 3
Years

7th Grade

97

28

69

50

0

8th Grade

108

50

58

50

33

7th & 8th Grades Combined

205

78

127

100

33
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Tables 9 and 10 display the gains in independent reading levels for SBAI alumni attending M.S./
H.S. 223 during the 2015-2016 academic year. The overwhelming majority of SBAI alumni
gained at least one independent reading level per year or attained reading proficiency
(91% of 7th graders and 88% of 8th graders). Moreover, well over the majority of SBAI
alumni gained at least two independent reading levels per year or attained reading
proficiency (77% of 7th graders and 60% of 8th graders).
Table 9: SBAI Alumni Independent Reading Level Gains for AY 2015-2016 7th Grade
Students (1 Year’s Growth)*
Independent Reading Level Gains (1 Year’s Growth)

Gains/Year

No gains

#

0

%
6

9%

1+ Levels Growth

1+

64

91%

2+ Levels Growth

2+

53

77%

3+ Levels Growth

3+

42

60%

4+ Levels Growth

4+

27

39%

5+ Levels Growth

5+

21

30%

Table 10: SBAI Alumni Independent Reading Level Gains for AY 2015-2016 8th Grade
Students (2 Year’s Growth)*
Independent Reading Level Gains (2 Years’ Growth)

Gains/Year

#
0

No gains

%
4

7%

1+ Levels Growth

0.5+

54

93%

2+ Levels Growth

1+

51

88%

3+ Levels Growth

1.5+

45

78%

4+ Levels Growth

2+

35

60%

5+ Levels Growth

2.5+

34

57%

*Students who scored above proficient for independent reading were included in each growth group of 1 or more
levels, regardless of the number of actual reading levels they progressed over the span of time indicated.
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A full report of trends New York State achievement test data over the five years of SBAI
program will be presented in the forthcoming SBAI 5 Year Evaluation Report. It was beyond the
scope of this annual program evaluation to review this achievement data.
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RESULTS — OUTCOME GOALS (CONTINUED)
SBAI was able to achieve its key outcome goal for school reform, and in the area of SBAI
replication, SBAI met its outcome goal.

SBAI Replication
(a) To serve as a laboratory site for principals from high-poverty schools where they will
observe programming and learn about creating, developing, and implementing a summer
program designed to improve academic achievement through the arts.
• Principals from high-poverty schools were invited for leadership development from across the
city.
• Several principal interns were onsite during the program.
• A formal meeting of school and district leaders was held, and several site visits were
conducted with other leaders in the city.

SBAI met its SBAI replication goal.
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DISCUSSION
Each year Summer Bridget Arts Institute has secured its target number of participating
students—this year 305 students participated (300 students for the four-week program was the
target). Both participation and enrollment have steadily increased each year. For example, the
number of students enrolled in at least 40% of program days offered rose 35% from 2014 to
2015 (from 189 students enrolled in 2014 to 255 students enrolled in 2015). SBAI also secured
funding from the Summer Quest program to offer 60 students a full fifth week of enrichment
programming at the conclusion of the four-week summer program. At the start of program,
Areté staff prepared to engage up to 385 students in grades 6-9 in the 2015 summer program.
As SBAI concludes its five-year evaluation effort, it seems worthwhile for Areté and M.S./H.S.
223 staff to review participation targets for both middle school and high school participants in
summer enrichment programming centered on the arts. The Executive Director of Areté has
also articulated a goal of expanding summer programming to all students in grades 6-12, which
would require an additional investment of human and capital resources.
One of M.S./H.S. 223 and SBAI’s hallmarks is its focus on engaging students’ families in the
work of students during the summer program while also providing opportunities for parents and
family members themselves to engage in arts programming at the school. This year, SBAI
provided large kick-off and culminating events for SBAI families in addition to workshops and
biweekly knitting and crocheting classes for families. At the same time staff survey data and
parent interview data suggest that their is room to enhance opportunities for families to engage
in arts programming and students’ learning during the summer at SBAI.
SBAI articulates a goal of having students create at least two pieces of visual art during the
summer program, which all sixth graders accomplish in addition to many 7th, 8th, and 9th
grade students who participate in visual and digital arts classes; however, some students do
select arts enrichment classes that are solely focused on the performing arts and may not have
the same access to opportunities to create pieces of visual art as part of their SBAI experience.
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Additionally, the showcase at the conclusion of SBAI provides a space for students taking
performance arts classes to engage with a live audience through the art they create; it may be
worth exploring additional venues dedicated to the visual arts to provide different opportunities
for students taking visual and digital arts classes to engage with a live audience, such as gallery
events taking place in late July and August.
Data from student surveys and interviews affirm that students have deep and positive
experiences engaging in the arts in SBAI. In particular, the array of arts classes offered in the
digital, visual, and performing arts gives students ample opportunity to explore different ways to
both consume and create art. The innovation of the 2015 SBAI program to bridge arts course
work with visits to cultural institutions shows promise for deepening students experiences, both
as consumers and creators of the arts. Additionally, parent and teacher survey and interview
data confirm that general ethos of excitement and support for students’ varied and deep
experiences engaging in the arts at SBAI. It is also worth further exploration of student
attitudinal data towards the arts to better understand why these measures have generally
declined over the past three years of summer programming.
There is clear evidence of students, staff, and parents reporting feelings of a positive transfer of
experiences in SBAI into the academic year, particularly in the areas of presentation skills,
writing skills, reading skills, STEM knowledge & skills, readiness for the school year, and future
orientation to academics. Participants express strong feelings of the positive impact SBAI
programming has on their academic achievement. A concurrent SBAI five year evaluation
report delves into the question of the relationships between New York State achievement test
data in ELA and Mathematics and SBAI programming for M.S./H.S. 223 students. It is beyond
the scope of this report to detail those findings; however, a review of independent reading level
data for SBAI alumni attending M.S./H.S. for the 2015-2016 academic year in grades 7 and 8,
show a positive relationship between SBAI program attendance and gains in independent
reading levels.
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Finally, SBAI replication work continues as M.S./H.S. 223 serves as a laboratory setting for the
Bronx and the entire city for innovative programming that integrates the arts and academics.

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Review participation targets for both middle school and high school participants in summer
enrichment programming centered on the arts, considering: campus space, Areté and
school administrative staff, recruitment of teaching artists, and survey of current students
and families of anticipated summer plans for 2016. Develop long-term plan to sustain
existing programming while working to expand SBAI’s reach to students in grades 6-12.
• Enhance family engagement efforts by including families in the planning of family
engagement opportunities for SBAI 2016 during the spring. Offer at least one event that is
purely social, such as a kick off or mid-program social event where program ends early one
day for families, staff, and students to participate in a BBQ with a concert and dancing.
• Increase opportunities for all students to create visual arts; consider piloting a self-portrait
visual arts project that is a joint teaching and learning project between academics teachers
and teaching artists and create a unique exhibit space or event for the self-portraits.
• Continue working in the area of making intentional connections between arts courses and
visits to cultural institutions; consider piloting shared projects between arts and academics
teachers.
• SBAI’s success, in part, seems to be tied to its investment in providing incentives,
opportunities for field trips, and other innovative learning opportunities for students and
families that require significant financial resources. Continued work to secure sustainable
funding sources for these aspects of programming seems critical to continuing to reaching
participation goals for students and families.
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• Use five year evaluation report to plan new process and outcome goals and assessment
methods to ensure the quality of SBAI at M.S./H.S.223 and plan for possible expansion to
new school sites.
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